Tennis Match Results
St. Norbert College vs MSOE
2/15/15 at Glendale, Wis.
(Elite River Glen)

MSOE 6, St. Norbert College 3

**Singles competition**
1. Nate Gosz (SNC) def. Gorodetsky, David (MSOE) 6-4, 6-4
2. Dam, Zachary (MSOE) def. Leon Gilman (SNC) 2-6, 6-3, 7-6 (8-6)
3. Slaughter, Matthew (MSOE) def. Casey Brice (SNC) 6-2, 0-6, 6-1
4. Price, John (MSOE) def. Ben Vande Zande (SNC) 6-3, 6-2
5. Robert Quinlan (SNC) def. Smith, Tom (MSOE) 6-3, 6-4
6. Sauder, Mason (MSOE) def. Kahlo Vue (SNC) 4-6, 6-1, 6-2

**Doubles competition**
1. Nate Gosz/Leon Gilman (SNC) def. Dam, Zachary/Gorodetsky, David (MSOE) 8-3
2. Slaughter, Matthew/Price, John (MSOE) def. Casey Brice/Ben Vande Zande (SNC) 8-6
3. Smith, Tom/Sauder, Mason (MSOE) def. Kahlo Vue/Zach Simonet (SNC) 8-0

Match Notes:
St. Norbert College 1-4